Iowans for International Adoption (IIA) Annual Meeting Minutes
Sunday, July 12, 2015
Hidden Acres, Dayton, Iowa
Kristy Raine, acting board president, called the meeting to order at 9:00 and introduced the current IIA Board members:
- Jared Johnson, member at large, ending his term after this meeting
- Brian Zylstra, treasurer, beginning second year of his three year term
- Abbie Smith, member at large, beginning second year of his three year term
- Kristy Raine, president, beginning third year of his three year term
Teresa Greenwood read aloud the minutes from 2014 IIA Annual Meeting. There were no items to discuss. Minutes
were approved.
Rachel Snowgren, camp director, reported on the events of the weekend. She stated everything went well. There was a
question regarding why the high school lock in didn’t happen on Saturday night. Her understanding was that the high
schoolers wanted time to play on the grounds vs. another organized activity.
Brian Zylstra gave a brief treasurer’s report that we should be in the black after all the Hidden Acres fees are paid.
Finances are good.
Kristy Raine led discussion on current business:
1. Potential 2016 KAMP site. All agreed that they were happy to be back at Hidden Acres. Mid July seems to work
well for most schedules. Will try to keep the second weekend. Suggestion was made to survey families on the
schedule (more/less parent activities, more/less structured activities for KAMPers, etc)
2. Future of KAMP and recruitment of new families. Michelle Cortlandt presented a table with current numbers
and how our finances will change as we have smaller numbers of younger kids with larger numbers of KAMPers
graduating. Discussion continued with various ideas and suggestions:
a. Decrease instruction/classes to just one day to decrease teacher fees.
b. Reintroduce counselor-in-training (11-12th graders) to have some counselors that are volunteers. Teresa
Greenwood stated that this had been voted against in the past due to some issues created with high
schoolers being counselors.
c. Add an adult adoptee component/college group – maybe at KAMP or maybe at a different
time/location.
d. Increase the numbers of KAMPers by making it open to all Asian adoptees.
e. Reintroduce the International Retreat to recruit more families.
f. Improve marketing by having a public Facebook page and a more articulated mission statement so we
can clearly advertise what KAMP is all about.
g. Board to consider suggestions and possibly survey families so that we can move forward toward a stable
future with everyone’s best interests in mind.
3. Call for IIA board nominees and election.
a. Michelle Cortlandt nominated Katie Marchik. Teresa Greenwood seconded. Katie accepted the
nomination and was elected unanimously.
b. Susan Haverkamp nominated Carl Chalstrom. Vicki Cutsforth seconded. Carl accepted the nomination
and was elected unanimously.
New business – Brian Zylstra stated that some families are considering a trip to the Twin Cities this fall when The Korean
Heritage House is bringing in a drumming group. More details to come.
Meeting was adjourned at 10:00

